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1. Carnival Rides
By Jill kemp

Merry Go Round
You're up on your horse
I 'm up on mine too Up Down
tip toes - bend knees

Hold onto the pole I'll hold hands with you
hold 'pole' in front hold hands

Up Down
tip toes - bend knees

Merry go round goes round and around
move in circle

It's fun on a carnival ride

Chorus:
Popcorn is popping it smells good too
open shut hands

Ice-cream to lick for me and you
lick ice cream

Let's go together and we will find
Another fun carnival ride
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Roller Coaster
Join in the line I'll hold onto you
hold onto the person in front

Up Down
tip toes - bend knees

You hold onto them
I'm on the ride too
Up Down
tip toes - bend knees

Roller coaster goes
round and around
It's fun on a carnival ride

chorus:
Popcorn is popping it smells good too
open shut hands

Ice-cream to lick for me and you
lick ice cream

Let's go together and we will find
Another fun carnival ride
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Octopus Ride
Arms up and down I'm riding with you
move arms up down

Up Down
arms up - down

Let's all turn around there are circles to do
turn around

Up Down
arms up - down

Octopus ride' goes around and around
turn around

It's fun on a carnival ride

Chorus:
Popcorn is popping it smells good too
open shut hands

Ice-cream to lick for me and you
lick ice cream

Time to go home
Wave

We'll wave goodbye
We've finished our carnival ride
Fun on our carnival ride
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2. Going Surfing
By Jill Kemp
Actions To The Beat (almost a dance)

Keep actions going in the echo

Come with me I'm going surfing
beckon

Get my flippers for my feet
tap toes

Tie my surfboard to my ankle
tap each ankle alternatively

Going surfing's really neat
arms out bend knees twist

Put the sun screen on my nose now
pat nose

Run down to the sea
run on the spot

Lie down on my surf board
lie on tummy

Can you paddle it like me
paddle hands alternatively
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Kneel up on my surfboard
kneel up

Paddle on the sea
paddle hands in unison

Stand up on my surfboard
stand up arms outwards

I'm a surfer look at me
change arms to the beat

Bend my knees to
bend knees - bobbing

Keep my balance
jump swapping forward foot arms out

I'm a surfer look at me
Twist this way and that now
bend knees twisting

I'm a surfer on the sea
What stylie surfing moves can you do?
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3. Come To Our B.B.Q.
Jill Kemp
(Adding more than one at a time)
Five sausages on the barbeque
hold up 5 fingers

One for Mum and Dad had two
take away one then two

One for me and one for you
take away one - one

Sizzling away on the barbeque
wiggle fingers

Chorus:
Come on over to our barbeque
beckon

We'll have plenty to share with you
Turn on the music and boogie with me
dance
We'll dance while we wait for tea
dance to boogie music
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Five kebabs on the barbeque
hold up 5 fingers

One for Mum and Dad had two
take away one then two

One for me and one for you
take away one - one

Sizzling away on the barbeque
wiggle fingers

Chorus:
Come on over to our barbeque
beckon

We'll have plenty to share with you
Turn on the music and boogie with me
dance

We'll dance while we wait for tea
dance to boogie music
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Five corn cobs on the barbeque
hold up 5 fingers

One for Mum and Dad had two
take away one then two

One for me and one for you
take away one - one

Sizzling away on the barbeque
wiggle fingers

Chorus:
Come on over to our barbeque
beckon

We'll have plenty to share with you
Turn on the music and boogie with me
dance

We'll dance while we wait for tea
dance to boogie music

Have some salad - have some sauce
After that ice-cream - of course
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4. Gone Fishing
By Jill Kemp

Lets go fishing today
beckon

Get the rod, the hook and the bait
hands over one shoulder

Throw the line out in the water
throw line out

Come on fish I can't wait
wiggle hands - palms together in fish action

Chorus:

One little, two little, three little fish
one - two- three fingers

How many will there be
Fish and chips ( x4)
clap in rhythm

Cook some for our tea
rub tummy
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Lets go fishing today
beckon

Get the rod, the hook and the bait
hands over one shoulder

Wind the reel in from the water
winding action

Come on fish I can't wait
wiggle hands - palms together in fish action

Chorus:
One little, two little, three little fish
one - two- three fingers

How many will there be
Fish and chips ( x4)
clap in rhythm

Cook some for our tea
rub tummy
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Lets go fishing again
beckon

Get the rod the hook the bait
hands over one shoulder

This is fun - out on the water
bob up and down

Come on fish I can't wait

Chorus:
One little, two little, three little fish
one - two- three fingers

How many will there be
Fish and chips ( x4)
clap in rhythm

Cook some for our tea
rub tummy
wiggle hands - palms together in fish action
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5. Excavator
Traditional

If you ride on an Excavator
walking on the spot

It will save you walking
Watch the way the whole thing moves
hand over eyes

And listen to it working
hand to ear

Chorus:

With a Vroom, vroom, vroom, vroom, vroom, vroom,
arms piston action

Dig, dig, dig dig, dig, dig
hands scooping

With a Vroom, vroom, vroom, dig dig dig
repeat actions
Can you hear it working?
hand to ear
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You can ride a Bumper Boat
twist hips

Or a Roller Coaster,
wave motion with hand

Watch the clock tick tock tick,
clocks hands move towards your right

Bread pop out the toaster!
bob down - jump up

WHEEEEEE!
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6. Picnic With Teddy
Jill Kemp

Skipping to the picnic
skipping

With my teddy bear
We're skipping to the park for tea
Skip along with us
And bring your teddy too
And we can share our picnic with you
There'll be tall bears
reach up - tall

There'll be short bears
down - short

Lots and lots of teddy bears
Coming here today
It's a birthday party picnic
Put the candles on the cake

1 2 3 4 (+5)
start with little finger

Blow them all away
blow - shut hand
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There'll be fat bears
poke out tummy – hand round

There'll be thin bears
arms by sides

Lots and lots of teddy bears
Coming here today
It's a birthday party picnic
Put the candles on the cake

1 2 3 4 (5)
start with little finger to four

Blow them all away
Whoooo
blow - shut hand

Bears with squeaks and
squeeze fingers on one hand with the other

Bears with big growls
hand on tummy growl and bend

Lots and lots of teddy bears
Coming here today
It's a birthday party picnic
Put the candles on the cake

1 2 3 4
start with little finger to four

Blow them all away
Whoooo
blow -shut hand
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Chorus:
Skipping to the picnic
skipping
With my teddy bear
We're skipping to the park for tea
Skip along with us
And bring your teddy too
And we can share our picnic with you
Pack up the basket and shake the rug
shake rug

Give your teddy a great big hug
hug teddy

Teddy's nodding his little head
nod head

Lets put teddy in his bed
Shhh
finger to mouth - shhh
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7. Hula With Me
Jill Kemp

Playing my ukulele
play ukulele

On the ocean shore
In the shade of the coconut tree
All the hula dancers move around
hula round

Hula hula dance with me
Playing my ukulele
play ukulele

On the ocean shore
In the shade of the coconut tree
Hula hula left hula hula right
move left - move right

Hula hula dance with me
hula dance
Aloha Aloha little hula girl
wave & hula

Hula hula round with me
Playing my ukulele
play ukulele

On the ocean shore
In the shade
Of the coconut tree
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8. One Day A Hand Went Walking
By Peter Charlton and Paul Read @ AMCOS
Graphics courtesy of :
NZ Playcentre Publications www.Playcentre.org.nz

Start with both hands behind back

One day a hand went walking
A walking a walking
One day a hand went walking
To see what it could see
Another hand went walking
A walking a walking
Another hand went walking
To see what it could see
And those two hands got talking
hands make open/shut beak like to each other

And walking and talking
walking hands and talking hands

And those two hands got talking
And walked down to the sea

And then they started dancing
dance fingers

And prancing and dancing
And then they started dancing
And they danced beside the sea
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9. Donuts
By Jill Kemp

On Monday I saw a donut
draw circle

On Tuesday I saw one too - yes I did
They were circles with holes in the middle
finger and thumbs both hands make circles

Can you see me looking at you - peek a boo
two circles to eyes

Sugar on top of one donut
wiggle fingers one hand

Chocolate on top of one too
wiggle fingers other hand

Now I'm going to share them
one circle towards friend

I'm giving half to you - thank you
circles to eyes
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On Wednesday I saw a donut
draw circle

On Thursday I saw one too - yes I did
draw circle

They were circles with holes in the middle
finger and thumbs both hands make circles

Can you see me looking at you - peek a boo
two circles to eyes

Sprinkles on top of one donut
wiggle fingers other hand

Lollies on top of one too
wiggle fingers other hand

Now I'm going to share them
one circle towards friend

I'm giving half to you - thank you
On Friday and in the weekend
Saturday - Sunday too
We looked for circles together
two circles to eyes

Can you see me looking at you - peek a boo
peep out
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10. Throwing And Catching
By Jill Kemp

Bean Bags or Balls – Throwing & Catching

Your my bean bag partner
Here's my bean bag - see
You can have my bean bag
You throw yours to me
Chorus:
Oh bean bag partners we are
Together we can play
Throwing and catching
Having fun this way
Sharing with my partner
I'll throw mine to you
Throw my bean bag quickly
'Cause I don't need two
Chorus:
Oh bean bag partners we are
Together we can play
Throwing and catching
Having fun this way
If there is no bean bag
Something else will do
But you'll need a partner
To throw something to
Chorus:
Oh bean bag partners we are
Together we can play
Throwing and catching
Having fun this way
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11. Draw On My Back
By Jill Kemp

Model the pictures by drawing and talking through shapes
and pictures on paper first then use imagination.
Draw in the air.
Draw with finger on child’s back
Get the child to draw on your back.
P.S. This is good touching.

Draw a picture on my back
I'll guess what it can be
I will imagine what it is
That you will draw on me
Draw a circle big and round
Sticks around it too
Dots for eyes - and a smile
I guess it is the sun - do you
Rub it out

Draw a picture on my back
rub friends back
I'll guess what it can be
I will imagine what it is
That you will draw on me
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Draw a wide rectangle now
Triangle sails - there's two
Make some waves under it
I guess it is a yacht - do you
Rub it out

Draw a picture on my back
rub friends back
I'll guess what it can be
I'll imagine what it is
That you will draw on me
Draw a circle on my back
And one on top makes two
Ears and eyes, whiskers and tail
I guess it is a cat - do you
Meow
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12. Flat Tyre
By Jill Kemp

Sitting down song.
Teacher models screwing and unscrewing
action back to front.

The car went over a bump
bounce

The car went over a bump
The car went over a bump
And the tyre went flat
Psss
Bump bump bump bump bump
bounce

And the tyre was flat
Oh no!
hands on face
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Chorus:

Out with the jack
Up up up
lever action

Off with the nuts
Screw screw screw
unscrew action

On with the tyre
Bang bang bang
hammer

Do up the nuts
screw action

And off we go
Toot toot toot toot toot

The truck went over a bump
bounce

And the tyre went flat
Psss
Bump bump bump bump bump
bounce

And the tyre was flat
Oh no!
hands to face

Chorus:
Out with the jack.....
Parp parp
pull truck horn
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Mum went over a bump
bounce

Mum went over a bump
And the tyre went flat
pssss
"Boo hoo hoo," said Mum
cry

And the tyre was flat

Chorus:
Out with the jack
Up up up
lever action

Off with the nuts
Screw screw screw
unscrew action

On with the tyre
Bang bang bang
Do up the nuts and off we go
Toot toot toot toot toot
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13. Wind The Bobbin Up
Traditional

Wind the bobbin up x2
roll hands

Pull, Pull,
pull pull

Clap, Clap, Clap
clap clap clap

Wind it back again x2
roll hands backwards

Pull, Pull,
pull pull

Clap, Clap, Clap
clap clap clap

Point to the ceiling,
Point to the floor,
Point to the window,
Point to the door
Clap your hands together
1 2 3
Put your hand upon your knee
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14. Underneath
Jill Kemp

Use with Lycra, scarves, parachute, fabric etc
Lie down on back underneath - toes poking up

I am hiding underneath
poke toes up

Where can I be
I am lying on my back
Can anybody see
Toes are poking in the air
I can’t see you
Suddenly out I jump
jump

Here I am – a boo
Jumping

Where can I be
I am jumping underneath
Can anybody see
I am jumping up and down
I can't see you
Suddenly out I jump
jump out

Here I am - a boo
Hide

I am hiding underneath
Where can I be
I am sitting underneath
Can anybody see
I am sitting very still
I can’t see you
Suddenly out I jump
Here I am – a boo
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15. Sock-a-thon
By Jill Kemp

I'm having a sock-a-thon
Where have my socks all gone
I've lost them all some how
What will I wear today
When I go out to play
I have only odd socks now
And everybody said
‘Just keep looking!’
shout

In my bag - here they are
Under my bed - in the car
In my shoes - behind the door
Under the chair I find some more
But dirty socks should always go
In the washing - don't you know
repeat
I finished my sock-a-thon
That wasn't very long
I have socks today
Now I will take more care
To keep socks as a pair
I will put them both away
EVERY DAY!
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16. Every Day Of The Week
By Jill Kemp

Teaching days of the week and good attitude.
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Friday Saturday and Sunday
When you have a smile as big as this
draw big smile across face with fingers and smile

Every day of the week is a fun day
Not just on the weekend
Not just Saturday and Sunday
When you have a smile as big as this
draw big smile across n face with fingers and smile

Every day of the week is a fun day
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17. Spots and Stripes
Jill Kemp

Spots and dots are everywhere
poke fingers in the air
Some dogs have spots on too
Put some spots in the air
Put spots all over you
There's spots and dots everywhere
Have you got spotty clothes
Put a spot on your knee
Your tummy and your toes
And put a spot right on your nose
Stripes and lines are everywhere
Zebras have stripes on too
Put some stripes in the air
Put stripes all over you
There's stripes and lines everywhere
draw lines in the air

Have you got stripy clothes
Now put a stripe on your knee
Your tummy and your toes
And put a stripe right on your nose
There's spots and dots everywhere
poke fingers in the air
Have you got spotty clothes
Put a spot on your knee
Your tummy and your toes
And put a spot right on your nose
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18. Put On Your Glasses
By Graeme Perkins. Used by permission.

Giant glasses are fun

I can see you
point to someone

Can you see me
point to yourself

Put on your glasses x2
finger & thumb glasses to eyes

I can see you
point to someone

Can you see me
point to yourself

Put on your glasses
finger & thumb glasses to eyes

Look around
look around

Look in the air
look up

Look at the ground
look down

Put on your glasses x2
finger & thumb glasses to eyes

Look in the air
look up

Look at the ground
look down

Put on your glasses
finger & thumb glasses to eyes

Look around
look around
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19. Cellphone Numbers
By Jill Kemp

Hullo my friend how are you today
Can you come to my house
I'm having friends to play
I will phone some others
We'll have lots of fun
I'll hold on a minute
While you ask if you can come.
You can - that's great
I'll will phone our friends
Goodbye goodbye
I will see you soon
Hullo my friend how are you today
Can you come to my house
I'm having friends to play
I will phone some others
We'll have lots of fun
I'll hold on a minute
While you ask if you can come.
You can - that's great
I'll will phone our friends
Goodbye goodbye
I will see you soon
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20. Off To The Moon
By Jill Kemp

Props:
A picture of the moon and one of the earth.
To teach perspective: When we are sitting on the earth (sit on earth picture) and looking at the sky we see the moon. If we went to the moon in
out space ship and we were sitting on the moon (sit on the moon picture
hold up earth picture) we would see the earth in the sky.
The children lie on the floor, close their eyes and imagine they were astronauts in a space ship going to the moon. What colour is their space ship?
What can they hear? What does it feel like? What is the moon like? The
children experienced the journey!
Start crouching down

10 9 8 7 6
5 4 3 2 1
Blast Off
whoosh
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Whoosh to the moon in my spaceship
jump - pointing up

I see the stars in the sky
twinkle fingers

I’m an astronaut off to the moon
jump - pointing up

Whooshing so fast and so high
Floating about in my spaceship
arms out floating

I see the stars in the sky
twinkle fingers

I’m an astronaut off to the moon
Floating so light and so high
floating
Chorus:

Exploring the universe big and wide
wide arms

High up in outer space
point up

Is there another world like mine
I'd like to see that place
shade eyes
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Jumping so high on the moon now
jump

I see the earth in the sky
point up

I’m an astronaut I'm on the moon
Jumping so far and so high
jump

Chorus:
Exploring the universe big and wide
wide arms

High up in outer space
point up

Is there another world like mine
I'd like to see that place
shade eyes

10 9 8 7 6
5 4 3 2 1
Blast Off
Whoosh I am on my way home to earth
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21. Healthy Food
Jill Kemp

At the end of the song there is a verse of music for children to break dance
to, or for them to view healthy food pictures etc.

Yum yum in my tum
rub tummy

Breakfast lunch and tea
make T from two hands

Makes me grow - keeps me strong
reach high - show muscles

Healthy food is good for me - Oh yeah
thumbs up

I eat all my vegies up
rub tummy

Munch munch bite and chew
Makes my muscles big - like this
muscles

Teeth are healthy too
tap teeth

To feed my clever brain
tap head

Eyes that look and see
point to eyes

Healthy food I choose - like this
show fruit or pictures

It is good for me
thumbs up
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22. Kiwi Bird
By Helen Willberg
(Used by permission)


Beak has 7 ‘longs’.



The Kiwi bird is round and shy
make round shape with hands

With such small wings
flap hands close to body

That she can't fly
shake head

She wakes by night
make circle around eyes

And sleeps by day.
shut eyes

"Kiwi, Kiwi," is what she'll say.
open shut fingers and thumbs

She's got soft feathers
stroke arms
And quite big feet
lift feet

And a long
touch nose and go longer and longer

long
long
long
long
long
long beak
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